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Vulvar lichen sclerosus (VLS) is a common inflammatory condition associated with

an increased risk of developing vulvar carcinoma. Recently, high-intensity focused

ultrasound (HIFU) has been identified as a promising treatment modality for VLS

in several clinical trials. However, in HIFU therapy, therapeutic outcome is routinely

assessed visually by an expert using standardized grading criteria. Furthermore, such

a therapeutic assessment cannot be made until at least 3 months after treatment.

Therefore, an objective and timely method capable of quantitatively evaluating HIFU

treatment effectiveness is desired, which may help identify patients whose treatment

is insufficient promptly and prevent delay in re-treatment. The purpose of this study

is to investigate the feasibility of using active dynamic thermal imaging (ADT) and

hyperspectral imaging (HSI) as two individual objective and non-invasive optical methods

for prompt quantitative assessment of the therapeutic response to HIFU treatment in VLS.

From December 2018 to March 2019, 20 female VLS patients who underwent HIFU

treatment were evaluated using both the ADT and HSI methods. The effective damage

rate from the ADT method and the entropy of feature index from the HSI method were

used to develop a multivariate linear discriminant classification model for grading the

effectiveness of HIFU treatment in comparison with clinical evaluation gold standard.

It was found that ADT was able to correctly differentiate ineffective treatments from

effective ones with a sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 100%, while the sensitivity and

specificity of HSI were 75 and 87.5%, respectively. The classification results demonstrate

the clinical potential of the ADT and HSI methods for timely non-invasive and quantitative

assessment of HIFU treatment for VLS.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vulvar Lichen Sclerosus (VLS) is a chronic mucocutaneous
disorder, which is likely to lead to impairment in sexual function
and the potential for malignant transformation [1–4]. Early
diagnosis, prompt treatment, and appropriate follow-up are
extremely important to prevent these negative sequelae [4–6].

Since the etiology of VLS has not yet been fully explained,
effective treatments are lacking [7]. Current treatment for VLS
mostly focuses on symptomatic relief [7]. Potent corticosteroids
applied topically are generally considered as the first-line
treatment [8, 9]. When properly administered, these can help to
resolve the symptoms of pruritus. However, safety concerns exist
regarding long-term use [10, 11]. As this standard treatment can
cause side effects, such as atrophy, and has a high recurrence rate,
new effective alternatives should be studied for clinical practice.

Considering the serious side effects of traditional treatment,
high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) treatment, which uses
ultrasound as a carrier of energy, has gradually gained popularity
as an alternative treatment for VLS [2, 4, 12–16]. Propagating
harmlessly, HIFU causes a sufficient local rise in temperature
for the thermal destruction of target tissues without damaging
surrounding or overlying tissues [17]. Due to its non-invasive
nature, this technology has been used for the ablation of solid
tumors [18]. Furthermore, HIFU has been used for several other
therapeutic applications [13, 19]. Recently, several clinical trials
have shown that HIFU treatment could relieve itching of the
vulva and recover the vulvar skin’s elasticity and appearance [12–
16]. HIFU appears to be a promising treatment modality for
vulvar diseases, including VLS. Today, this technique is regularly
used for treating this condition in many centers of China.

Although HIFU treatment is recognized as an effective
therapy for VLS, there is a lack of quick, quantitative
assessment methods for therapeutic response to HIFU in VLS.
In clinical settings, patient symptoms, including pruritus and
skin appearance, were investigated by a questionnaire before and
after the treatment [20–22]. The scores on the questionnaire were
used to evaluate effectiveness [12, 14], but these are subjective
and may cause mis-assessment. Since this assessment method
is based on symptoms, evaluation of therapeutic effectiveness
cannot be carried out until at least 3 months after treatment,
which is time-consuming and may lead to delayed re-treatment.
Thus, it is important to find a new non-invasive and quantitative
assessment method to help the gynecologist evaluate therapeutic
response in a timely manner.

Ultrasound interacts with biological tissue through both
thermal and mechanical mechanisms [23–25]. The biological
effects of ultrasound pulses are determined by both ultrasound
beam parameters and tissue property alterations [26].
Considering the changes of thermal and optical properties
during HIFU treatment, infrared (IR)-thermography-based
methods and spectral imaging-based methods are expected
to serve as viable solutions for quantitative assessment of
HIFU-induced tissue injuries.

Classical IR-thermography has been widely applied for
medical diagnostics of burns and wounds by measuring the
surface temperature distribution of the target area [27–30].

However, the distribution of temperature on a patient may be
strongly affected by physiological and environmental conditions.
In active dynamic IR thermal imaging (ADT), an external
excitation source is used to induce thermal transient processes
in a tested object in order to retrieve the thermal properties of
tissue, such as its conductivity, diffusivity, and equivalent thermal
time constant, with reduced artifacts of temperature fluctuations
[27, 28]. Since the main mechanisms of HIFU treatment for
VLS are thermal effects, which cause temperature increase in
the vulvar skin [23, 24], the ADT method, which shows changes
in tissue thermal properties instead of changes in temperature
distribution, can be used for quantitative objective assessment of
HIFU treatment efficacy.

In addition to measuring the changes in thermal properties
by the ADT method, detecting the changes in optical properties
by a spectral imaging method seems to be a promising
alternative to evaluate the efficacy of HIFU treatment for VLS.
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) is an emerging technique that can
provide both spatial and spectral information for an object.
Recently, it has been widely used for measurements of specific
chromophores within skin tissue for thermal injury assessment
[31–33]. During HIFU treatment, both optical scattering and
absorption coefficients increase as heat is applied to tissue
[34]. HSI combines high spatial and spectral resolution in one
modality, giving optical information on the target area. This
makes it a promising tool for quantifying the changes in the
optical properties of vulvar skin before and after HIFU treatment
for therapeutic assessment.

In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of ADT with
cold excitation and HSI as two individual objective and non-
invasive optical methods for quick non-invasive assessment
of the therapeutic response to HIFU in VLS based on the
changes caused in tissue properties by HIFU treatment. To
our knowledge, we are the first to propose such a prompt,
non-invasive, and quantitative method for evaluation of HIFU
treatment effectiveness in VLS patients.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

HIFU therapy is a treatment in which ultrasound is applied
to the target skin, i.e., infected area. During this process, low-
level thermal injury occurs so that parts of unhealthy tissues
are destroyed. Thus, the treatment will change the physical
properties of the target skin area, e.g., its thermal conductance,
specific heat capacity, and absorption spectrum [34, 35]. Hence,
by quantifying the difference between the values of the physical
properties before and after HIFU treatment, the therapeutic
response to HIFU treatment can be accessed. The study overview
is shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Theory
2.1.1. Physical Principles of Focused Ultrasound

Therapy
The working mechanisms of HIFU therapy can be divided into
two categories: mechanical effects and thermal effects [23–25, 36].
Those two effects play equally important roles in the ablation
of solid tumors. However, in the HIFU treatment for VLS, the
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FIGURE 1 | Flow chart of this study, in which we explored the feasibility of the

ADT and HSI methods for non-invasive and quantitative assessment of HIFU

treatment for VLS.

focused intensity is much lower than that in regular HIFU
treatment for cancers. The dominant effects may alter due to
the reduction in sound intensity. To quantify the therapeutic
outcome, it is necessary to identify the dominant physical effects
during HIFU treatment for VLS.

2.1.2. Thermal Effects
When ultrasound is transmitted through tissue, the sound energy
is absorbed by the medium and converts to thermal energy of
the tissue. The heat generated can be expressed as ter Haar and

Coussios [23]:

q = 2aIt (1)

where q is the heat generated (W/cm3), I is the intensity (W/cm2),
a is the sound pressure absorption coefficient (cm−1), and t is the
exposure time (s).

The relationship between a and sound frequency f can be
approximated by the formula:

a = 0.026f 1.1 (2)

where the units of f and a are MHz and cm−1, respectively.
Consequently, we have:

q = 0.052f 1.1It (3)

The thermal effects are a function of the frequency of ultrasound.
Under exposure to high-intensity ultrasound for a certain
time, the temperature of tissue increases dramatically, which
contributes to the denaturation of proteins and permanent
damage of the focal zone so that lesions or tumor cells are
killed. Consequently, the physical properties of the tissue, e.g.,
thermal conductivity, density, and heat capacity, alter owing to
the thermal damage.

2.1.3. Mechanical Effects
The mechanical effect of ultrasound in a biomedical context is
mainly a cavitation effect, which is ascribed to rapid changes in
sound pressure [37]. During this process, the formation and blast
of cavitation bubbles cause mechanical damage, and hence tissue
ablations. To quantify the damage caused by the cavitation effect,
the mechanical index (MI) is usually adopted [37]:

MI = Pra/
√

fc (4)

where Pra is the peak negative pressure (MPa) and fc is the central
frequency of the ultrasound wave (MHz).

A lower MI indicates a lower degree of cavitation effect. A
value lower than 0.5 is considered to indicate no bubble growth
[37, 38], whereas 1.9 is considered to be the maximal threshold of
no bioeffects, which is a value that is also adopted by the Food and
Drug administration in its regulation for diagnostic ultrasound
[37]. In regular HIFU treatment for cancers, which utilizes a high
intensity of ultrasound, the cavitation effect plays an important
role in curing lesions. However, the focal intensity of ultrasound
in the VLS application is usually intermediate, as the goal is
merely to stimulate the reconstruction and growth of tissues.
To estimate the cavitation effect, 1,000 W/cm2 of underwater
intensity or 4.6MPa of subsurface pressure is chosen. The derated
peak negative pressure is then formulated as [39]:

Pra = Prexp(−0.0345fcz) (5)

where Pr is measured peak negative sound pressure, which
is usually assessed underwater, -0.0345 Np/(cm· MHz) is the
attenuation factor used to obtain the approximate pressure in
tissue, and z is the distance from the transducer.
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In the HIFU treatment for VLS, the MI of ultrasound is
estimated to be 1.5, which is less than the threshold of noticeable
bioeffect. Therefore, in VLS treatment, the cavitation effect can be
ignored. The treatment efficacy is mainly ascribed to the thermal
effect of ultrasound. Therefore, the quantified thermal effect is
applied as the index of treatment performance in the rest of
this paper.

2.1.4. Active Dynamic Thermal Imaging (ADT)
It has been widely accepted that thermal damage is dependent
on duration of exposure to the heat source and radiation power.
Henriques utilized an Arrhenius equation to describe damage to
the tissues [40]:

ω = Aexp(−
E

RT
) (6)

ω is the reaction rate, A is frequency factor, E is activation energy,
R is the universal gas factor, and T is temperature. The total
degree of tissue injury � is the integration of ω:

� = A

∫ t

0
exp(−

E

RT
)dt (7)

Since skin treated by HIFU suffers thermal injury, the variation of
thermal properties can be implemented to quantify how effective
the treatment. In our case, we first exert cold excitation to the
target area and then remove the cold source and have the skin
warm up. The advantage of taking this approach is that such
a procedure is a routine in HIFU therapy of VLS. Therefore,
no redundant steps are added during treatment. The general
governing equation for heat transfer in this process is described
by Pennes’ equation [41]:

∂T(x, t)

∂t
= ∇(k∇T)+ qs + qp + qm (8)

In our case, Buettner simplifies the equation by assuming [42, 43]:

1) The temperature is just a function of depth and time.
2) Heat convection to the air is negligible.
3) Material constants are uniform in time and space.
4) There is a linear temperature profile at the skin surface before

the cold source is removed.
5) The temperature at depth d remains constant.

Then, the equation is simplified as 1-D heat transfer equation:

∂T(x, t)

∂t
=

k

ρc

∂2T

∂x2
(9)

with the boundary condition:

T(x, 0) = T0 − Ts(1−
x

d
), where t = 0, x ≤ d (10)

T(d, t) = T0, where t ≥ 0 (11)

∂T

∂x
(0, t) = 0, where t ≥ 0 (12)

By plugging in the boundary condition and using an inverse
Fourier transformation, we finally obtain:

T(x, t) = T0 −
8Ts

π2

∞
∑

n=0

exp(−
(2n+ 1)2π2 k

ρc

4d2
t)cos(

(2n+ 1)π

2d
x)

(13)
In our study, we only investigate the superficial temperature
response after removing the cold source, and, for ease of analysis,
only three terms of the series survive. That is:

T(0, t) = T0 −
8Ts

π2
(exp(−

t

τ
)+

1

9
exp(−

9t

τ
)+

1

25
exp(−

25t

τ
))

(14)
where,

τ =
4d2ρc

π2k
(15)

Here, we use τ to represent the time it takes for the skin
surface temperature to stabilize. This depends on the density,
thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and depth of the target skin
domain. However, since the before-mentioned parameters vary
considerably among patients, it does not suffice to infer the
treatment level just bymeasuring post treatment τ . An alternative
is to use the difference between pre-treatment and post-treatment
τ . In our study, we adopt effective damage rate e:

e =
τref − τ

τref
(16)

where τref is τ of the affected vulvar area before treatment
as a reference to calculate the effective damage rate e and τ

corresponds to the affected area after treatment. To reduce the
noise of raw data, the following model is utilized:

G(0, t) =

∫ t

0

T(0, t̂)

t
dt̂ (17)

i.e.,

G(0, t) = T0 −
8Tsτ

π2t
((1− exp(−

t

τ
))+

1

81
(1− exp(−

9t

τ
))

+
1

625
(1− exp(−

25t

τ
))) (18)

To fit the model, we take the average of raw data to time, then
input the post-processed data into Equation (18).

2.1.5. Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI)
Reflection, scattering, and absorption are the optical properties
affecting the nature of the interaction of ultrasound with
biological tissues [34]. In this paper, we used the visible
range for measurement, in which melanin and different types
of hemoglobin are mainly considered to identify the optical
properties of skin tissue [44–48]. Changes in the content of these
absorbents will affect the diffuse reflectance of the skin tissue [49].
Thus, by analyzing the diffuse reflectance spectrum of the skin
tissue before and after HIFU treatment, it is possible to determine
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how the content of different components changes in the skin
tissue, which will be a potential tool for therapeutic assessment.
According to the characteristic peaks of the spectra of the treated
areas before and after HIFU treatment, oxy-hemoglobin(HbO2),
deoxy-hemoglobin(Hb), and methemoglobin (mHb) were used
as the three main absorption components for further analysis.

The absorption spectrum A(λ) in a skin model of N
chromophores would be Equation (19) [17, 50]:

A(λ) =

N
∑

i=1

Ciai(λ)+ G(λ) (19)

where ai is the absorption spectrum of each chromophore
in tissues, Ci is the corresponding contribution of each
chromophore, and G(λ) is used to take into account attenuation
due to scattering. The average content of each component,
defined as the feature index (FI), can then be calculated as
Equation (20).

FIi =
Ciai

Ā
(20)

where Ciai is the average absorption contributed by component i
and FIi is the corresponding contribution feature index (FI).

2.1.6. Patients and HIFU Treatment
This clinical trial was conducted in the Second Affiliated
Hospital of Chongqing Medical University according to the
protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of
the Second Affiliated Hospital of Chongqing Medical University
(IRB No: 2018KLS092). Each participant signed an informed
consent document before enrolment. From December 2018
to March 2019, 20 female participants aging from 19 to 51
years with histological diagnoses of VLS were included in the
study. Their disease duration was from 2 months to 4 years.
No participant had received any treatment in the 3 months
preceding HIFU treatment. Women who were pregnant or who
had accompanying gynecologic diseases were excluded from
the study.

The HIFUmachine used was a Model CZF-300 manufactured
by Chongqing Haifu Medical Technology Co., Ltd., Chongqing,
China. It comprised a user console, the main system, a water
cabinet, an electric control part, and a therapeutic transducer,
as described by [12]. The frequency of the transducer is from 8
to 12 MHz, and its power ranges from 3.0 to 4.7 W. The probe
was in contact with the lesion area via an ultrasound coupling
and performed consecutive scanning at a speed of 3–5mm/s. The
treatment lasted from 15 to 30 min, depending on lesion size and
skin reaction during treatment. For post-treatment management,
ice packs were intermittently applied to affected skin (5 min ice
application at 5 min intervals) within the first 24 h, and moist
burn ointment was applied locally for a week.

2.2. Clinical Data Collection
Every patient’s conditions, including itching and skin lesion
appearance, were reported, and RGB images of the vulva were
captured by colposcopy before and after HIFU treatment as

clinical routines. In our experiment, before and immediately after
the HIFU treatment, both the ADT and HSI methods were used
for a quick quantitative evaluation of therapeutic response to
HIFU. The full process is presented in Figure 2.

2.2.1. Active Dynamic Thermal Imaging (ADT)
To achieve high accuracy, the experiments were conducted in an
air-conditioned operation room. The temperature and humidity
in the room were respectively in the range of 22–23◦C and 45–
55%. An ice pack was applied to the entire vulva. Typically, the
cooling phase lasted for 30–60 s, until the surface temperature of
the vulva reached the temperature of the room. The self-warming
phase equaled three times the cooling time. When the ice pack
was removed from the vulva, a thermography IR camera (FLIR
T460) with a high thermal resolution of 0.03 degrees was used
to record the surface temperature of the vulva at a speed of
30 frames/s. Its thermal range for detection is 7.5–13 µm. The ice
pack was only used once for cold excitation and was used again
for the subsequent post-treatment management.

2.2.2. Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI)
A Brimrose hyperspectral imager (Brimrose, Sparks, Maryland)
with a 500-Watt continuous white light source (Xenon Lamp
Source, Beijing Optical Century Instrument Co., CHINA) was
used to produce hyperspectral images of the target area from
450 to 650 nm with an internal of 2 nm [51, 52], as shown in
Figure 6A.

2.3. Data Processing
2.3.1. Clinical Evaluation Method for HIFU Treatment

Efficacy
Therapeutic response to HIFU was graded by a clinical scoring
method, as shown in Table 1 [20–22]. All patients were followed
up on by the same gynecologist once per month for the next
3 months (defined as short term), and each patient’s condition
before and after treatment was reported as clinical scores.
Then, the therapeutic index was obtained: [(score before the
treatment-score after treatment)/score before treatment]×100%.
The results were as follows:

1) Cured (Therapeutic index ≥ 90%);
2) Effective (Therapeutic index: 21–89%);
3) Ineffective (Therapeutic index ≤ 20%);

2.3.2. Image Registration
Though all enrolled patients were required to keep still for the
acquisition of images of the vulva during data collection, image
shifting was expected, which could introduce errors into the
subsequent data analysis. In this paper, we used an improved
SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) registration algorithm
for image registration.

The traditional SIFT algorithm proposed by Lowe [53] has
been widely used in video stabilization. In the SIFT method,
the criterion for selecting feature points is to detect blobs
in a frame. In our case, we focus on slow and accumulated
movement. Thus, each frame has the same importance in the
frame reconstruction. For example, in frame I, we first get all the
SIFT descriptors from encompassing blobbed points. Then, the
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FIGURE 2 | Flow chart of the clinical data collection process.

TABLE 1 | Clinical evaluation method for HIFU treatment efficacy.

Scores Itch Skin elasticity Skin color

0 No Good Normal

1 Temporary Ordinary Depigmented

2 Ordinary Bad Pink

3 Severe Chapped skin White

distances between those points to those in the previous frame are
calculated. For each point, the point pairs with the least distance
and less than a preset threshold will be preserved as matched
feature points.

A flow chart showing the specifics of its implementation in this
study is presented in Figure 3 and comprised the following steps:

1) Calculating the Gauss convolution of the logarithms of the
temperature frames to construct an image Pyramid.

2) Detecting the extremum of pixel interpolation in a 4× 4 area
and leaving out the low response points or the sharp points.

3) Describing feature points. Figure 4A shows an example of
feature points in two frames.

4) Numerous feature points were found in each frame after step
1, step 2, and step 3. By adding a localization limitation that
loosens as the time difference increases, we can get matched
sets and their match degrees. The matched point sets are
shown in Figure 4B.

5) Initializing the movement weight matrix as a null matrix.
6) Calculating the movement weight matrix from the best-

matched point sets. If the movement exceeds 3σ of the
expected movement, the set of points will be neglected.
Using a linear insertion method to fill in the movement
weight matrix.

7) Finally, rebuilding the frames with the movement
weight matrix.

The result of the image registration is presented in Figure 4.
Figure 4C shows the reconstructed temperature image after
image registration. The number of feature points is not specified.
The initial movement weight matrix is a null matrix, and
the matched points change the weight matrix. Aside from the
matched points, the weight matrix is filled by linear interpolation.
If there was a frame with no matched point, its movement matrix
would be evaluated by the linear interpolation between its prior
and subsequent matrices.
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FIGURE 3 | Flow chart of imaging registration.

2.3.3. Effective Damage Rate e From Active Dynamic

Thermal Imaging (ADT)
In the ADT method, after the image registration
process, we traced the temperature in every 2×2 pixels
ROI of the vulva surface for every frame for the
treatment areas, taken during the self-heating phase
(after the cooling phase). This procedure is illustrated
in Figure 5.

1) Acquiring the raw temperature curve vs. time T(0, t) for
each ROI.

2) Reducing the noise of raw data by integrating as in
Equation (17).

3) Calculating thermal time constant τref for each ROt by fitting
G(0, t) as in Equation (18).

4) Calculating thermal time constant τ for each ROI by fitting
G(0, t) as in Equation (18).

5) Calculating effective damage rate e for each ROI with
Equation (16).

6) Plotting a histogram of the effective damage rate e of the
selected treatment areas.

7) Extracting effective damage rates e less than a 3σ lower limit
in the histogram and calculating the average of the extracted e.

2.3.4. Entropy of Feature Index [H(FI)] From
Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI)
The absorption spectrum of the affected vulvar skin was extracted
at every 1×1 pixel for each patient. The reflectance spectrum
R(x, y, λ) is corrected by a standard NIST traceable white diffuser
(NIST, Gaithersburg, Maryland) with Equation (21), as shown in
Figures 6B,C:

R(x, y, λ) =
Īv(x, y, λ)− Idk(x, y, λ)

Īboard(x, y, λ)− Idk,board(x, y, λ)
(21)

where Iv(x, y, λ) is the reflection intensity of the skin in band λ at
point (x, y), and Iboard(x, y, λ) is the reflection intensity of a PTFE
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FIGURE 4 | Image registration procedure. (A) Selected feature points in frames. (B)Matched point sets. (C) Reconstructed temperature image after image registration.

board covering the skin in band λ at point (x, y). There are two
ways of acquiring the dark frames for reflectance correction. One
is to keep the lens covered during exposure [54] and the other is
to switch off the light source [48]. In our study, the dark frames,
Idk(x, y, λ) and Idk,board(x, y, λ), aremeasured with the light source
switched off [48].

The absorption spectrum is given by Equation (22):

Ax,y(λ) = − log10
(

Rx,y(λ)
)

(22)

For quantifying the difference in the absorption spectrum
between the effective treatment group and the ineffective
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FIGURE 5 | Measurement procedures of the ADT method (A) Thermograms of the temperature distribution at the surface of the vulvar skin recorded over time.

(B) The average temperature trend of a selected area during the self-warming phase.

treatment group, three independent features were selected
according to the absorption curves of the treated areas
before and after HIFU treatment. The index of each
feature was calculated by the least-squares method as in
Equations (19, 20). We used the entropy H(FI) of each
feature index for further classification, which calculates the
amount of uncertainty of a random variable. It is defined
as follows:

H(FIi) = −

n
∑

k=1

p (FIik) log10 p (FIik) (23)

2.3.5. Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using MATLAB software. We adopted a
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) algorithm to classify the
HIFU patient into two types: effective and ineffective treatment.
The classification ability of both the ADT and HSI methods
to detect whether the HIFU treatment was from a patient
with effective treatment (group 1) or ineffective treatment
(group 2) were evaluated using leave-one-out cross-validation
to reduce the probability of a type 1 error (false positive). The
statistical significance of any observed difference was analyzed
by the Hotelling T2-test. Statistical significance was defined
as P < 0.05.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Clinical Evaluation for 20 HIFU Patients
A total of 20 patients with a 100% follow-up rate were followed
up for 3 months. Complete data on the clinical therapeutic effects
in all patients were obtained and are shown in Table 2: group
1 comprised 16 HIFU patients with effective HIFU treatment,
and group 2 comprised 4 HIFU patients with ineffective
HIFU treatment.

3.1.1. Thermal Time Constant τ Between Effective

and Ineffective HIFU Treatment Groups
The statistical results of thermal time constant τ are presented

in Figure 7C. τ
Effective

ref
, defined as τ measured before HIFU

treatment in effective treatment group (group 1) showed
statistical difference (P < 0.05) compared with τEffective measured
immediately after HIFU treatment in group 1. However, for the

ineffective treatment group (group 2), τ
Ineffective

ref
and τ Ineffective did

not show statistical difference (P > 0.1).

3.1.2. Effective Damage Rate e Between Effective

and Ineffective HIFU Treatment Groups
Figure 7A show histograms of e between an effective HIFU
patient P19 and an ineffective HIFU patient P15. Here, we used
e values less than a 3σ lower limit to calculate the average e. The
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FIGURE 6 | Measurement procedures of the HSI method (A) Hyperspectral images of the vulva captured in the wavelength range 450 nm to 650 nm. (B) A

hyperspectral image of the vulva at a single wavelength of 550 nm after image registration. (C) absorption spectrum retrieved from the blue area in (B).

average e of effective treatments was significantly higher than that
of ineffective treatment groups in Figures 7B,C (P < 0.05).

3.2. Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI) for 20
HIFU Patients
3.2.1. Reflectance Absorption Spectra Between

Effective and Ineffective HIFU Treatment Groups
Figure 8 shows the hyperspectral results of one effective HIFU
treatment patient P15 and one ineffective HIFU treatment
patient P19. Figure 8A shows an RGB image of P15 captured
by colposcopy and the corresponding hyperspectral image at a
single wavelength of 550 nm before HIFU treatment. Figure 8B
shows an RGB image of P15 captured by colposcopy and the
corresponding hyperspectral image at a single wavelength of 550
nm immediately after HIFU treatment. Figure 8D shows an RGB
image of P19 captured by colposcopy and the corresponding
hyperspectral image at a single wavelength of 550 nm before
HIFU treatment. Figure 8E shows an RGB image of P19 captured
by colposcopy and the corresponding hyperspectral image at a
single wavelength of 550 nm immediately after HIFU treatment.
The red cycles in Figures 8A,B,D,E were the general treatment
areas marked by an experienced gynecologist. After image
registration, the corresponding treatment areas were selected in
every hyperspectral image from 450 to 650 nm with an interval

of 2 nm, shown in Figures 8A,B,D,E. A few biases may occur
between the marked ROI in colposcopy and the selected ROI
in hyperspectral images. However, for VLS, the affected areas
usually cover more than 80% of the whole vulva and so are
not difficult to recognize. Despite the possible small differences,
the ROI in the hyperspectral images has included most of the
general treatment areas. In this paper, we explored the absorption
spectrum of the affected labia majora. For further analysis, 6×104

ROIs of a size of 1×1 pixel within the treatment areas of the labia
majora of every patient were selected randomly. Figures 8C,F
show the reflectance absorption curves of all selected ROIs for
P15 and P19. The blue curves are averaged reflectance absorption
spectra of the 6 × 104 ROIs before HIFU treatment, and the
red ones are averaged curves immediately after HIFU treatment.
There is a new peak around 630 nm in the red curve after HIFU
treatment compared with the blue one in both P15 and P19.
However, the peak for P15 is more recognizable than that for P19.

3.2.2. Feature Index (FI) Between Effective and

Ineffective HIFU Treatment Groups
The histograms of (FI1, FI2, FI3) extracted from absorption
spectrum curves are shown in Figure 9. The blue histograms
in Figures 9A–F are for (FI1, FI2, FI3) before HIFU treatment,
and the red ones represent the results immediately after HIFU
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TABLE 2 | Clinical grading results of HIFU treatment.

Patient Age (years) HIFU dose

(J)

Pre-grading score before

HIFU treatment

Post-grading score 3 months

after HIFU treatment

Therapeutic

index(%)

Therapeutic

response

P1 44 5,417 6 3 50% Effective

P2 36 3,215 5 3 40% Effective

P3 30 5,067 8 3 62.5% Effective

P4 19 4,292 6 3 50% Effective

P5 35 4,817 9 6 33.3% Effective

P6 30 4,557 8 6 25% Effective

P7 22 4,410 5 3 40% Effective

P8 51 4,807 7 5 28.6% Effective

P9 28 4,965 7 5 28.6% Effective

P10 20 4,045 7 3 57.1% Effective

P11 44 4,892 4 3 25% Effective

P12 35 4,865 6 4 33.3% Effective

P13 50 4,490 7 5 28.6% Effective

P14 42 4,790 4 3 25% Effective

P15 27 4,480 8 5 37.5% Effective

P16 26 4,705 7 4 42.9% Effective

P17 50 4,112 8 9 12.5% Ineffective

P18 51 3,047 4 4 0% Ineffective

P19 22 4,230 6 7 16.7% Ineffective

P20 31 4,012 5 4 20% Ineffective

treatment. The histogram of each index from P15 immediately
after HIFU treatment became wider than the histogram before
the treatment and compared with P19.

3.2.3. Entropy H(FI) Between Effective and Ineffective

HIFU Treatment Groups
For additional analysis of the histograms, we calculated the
entropy H(FI) of the index histogram of each feature as
H(FI1),H(FI2), and H(FI3). Figure 10 presents box plots of
[H(FI1),H(FI2),H(FI3)] of all 20 HIFU patients before and
immediately after HIFU treatment. The effective group was
significantly different from the ineffective group after HIFU
treatment (P < 0.05), while the two groups did not show
significant difference before HIFU treatment (P > 0.1).

3.3. Therapeutic Assessment for 20 HIFU
Patients by the ADT and HSI Methods
We used a leave-one-out LDAmodel to evaluate the performance
of both the average e and [H(FI1),H(FI2),H(FI3)] of all 20
patients for therapeutic assessment of HIFU treatment. The
results were very promising, with a high sensitivity of 100% and
specificity of 100% for the ADT method and of 75% and 87.5%,
respectively, for the HSI method.

4. DISCUSSION

During HIFU treatment for VLS, the ultrasound beams are
focused on the target about 4–6 mm under the skin. The vulvar
skin can be easily damaged by this exposure. The main possible
side effects due to exposure may be superficial local skin burns

and superficial ulcers [16]. However, the estimation of damage
is difficult because it requires subjective inspection by skillful
physicians. Excessive thermal damage of tissue leads to tissue
charring. Insufficient heat will lead to an increased risk of
recurrence of VLS. During the HIFU treatment process, vulvar
tissues undergo both microscopic and macroscopic changes in
their structures and physiological properties. Monitoring such
changes would be a direct means of estimating the extent of
thermal damage. Thus, an objective index of skin properties
is needed. Numerous factors (such as surface temperature and
reflectance) are used to evaluate skin properties. In this study,
we focus on both the absorption reflection and thermal time
constant τ of affected vulvar skin for therapeutic assessment of
HIFU for VLS.

For the ineffective treatment group, τ
Ineffective

ref
, defined as

τ measured before HIFU treatment, showed no statistical
difference (P > 0.1) from τ Ineffective, measured immediately after
HIFU treatment. However, for the effective treatment group,
τEffective decreased to a statistically different level (P < 0.05),

compared with τ
Effective

ref
. These results indicated that different

HIFU treatments led to a different extents of thermal damage for
each patient, resulting in a distinct change in thermal properties.

Thus, we proposed a new parameter, effective damage rate
e (as in Equation 16), to quantify the degree of thermal
damage for each HIFU treatment. The histogram of e from
an effectively treated patient was separated from that of an
ineffectively treated patient, shown in Figure 7A. However, it
was improper to use the average e of the whole histogram to
represent each HIFU treatment for effectiveness classification,
because ineffective treatment of a patient does not imply that all
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FIGURE 7 | Results of the ADT method. (A) Histogram of effective damage

rate e from one patient (P15) with effective treatment and one patient (P19) with

ineffective treatment. (B) Effective damage rate e of all patients. (C) Boxplot of

the thermal time constant τ , τref and effective damage rate e from the effective

treatment group with 16 patients and the ineffective treatment group with 4

patients. Note: τref is the thermal time constant of the treatment area

measured before HIFU treatment, while τ of the same area is measured

immediately after HIFU treatment.

treated skin areas undergo insufficient HIFU treatment. In the
ineffective case where 60–70% of the infected areas were treated
effectively, the direct average e could also be large, which would
be difficult to be distinguished from effective treatment. A better
criterion is to use e from the relatively less-treated area instead
of the whole treated area. Considering this, we took the average
of e values smaller than a 3σ lower limit to represent the lower
bound of the degree of thermal damage for each treatment so
that the bias introduced by the areas with effective treatment in
an ineffective treatment could be reduced. The effective treatment
group had a larger average e than the ineffective treatment group
at a statistically different level (P < 0.05), which showed that the
index was positively related to the degree of thermal damage and
could be used for therapy effectiveness classification.

Before HIFU treatment, the reflectance absorption spectra
of the effective treatment group and the ineffective treatment

group were similar. However, immediately after HIFU treatment,
there was a new peak around 630 nm for both the effective
treatment group and the ineffective treatment group, which
did not appear in the absorption curves before treatment. The
shoulder around the 630 nm region of absorption spectrum
curves is specific to methemoglobin (mHb). The hemoglobin
absorbance demonstrates a characteristic change following heat
exposure. This change is partly due to oxidative reactions,
with the formation of met-hemoglobin, and also by protein
denaturation [55, 56], which may help in the study of the unclear
etiology of VLS. In the HSI method, we used incident light in
the visible wavelength range of 450–650 nm where melanin and
different types of hemoglobin are dominant absorbers [44–48].
After comparing the reflectance spectra of the effective treatment
group and the ineffective treatment group, we found that the
primary spectral differences between these groups occur at the
peak wavelength of oxy-hemoglobin (HbO2), deoxy-hemoglobin
(Hb), and methemoglobin (mHb). In order to simplify the
analysis and highlight the spectral characteristics of effective
treatment, we carried out absorption analysis in a human skin
model with the assumption that HIFU-induced changes in
scattering and other chromophores are secondary. We used
(H1,H2,H3) extracted from the absorption curves to quantify the
difference between an effective group and an ineffective group.
There was no statistical difference in [H(FI1),H(FI2),H(FI3)]
between the two groups before treatment (P > 0.1), which
indicated that there was no significant difference in the optical
properties of the enrolled 20 patients before HIFU treatment.
However, they were significantly different after HIFU treatment
(P < 0.05). Thus, the absorption properties of patients were
changed differently by HIFU treatment, which can be utilized for
treatment efficacy evaluation.

In our manuscript, a leave-one-out LDA model was used
for classification, which is a relatively simple method for
classifying both the ADT and HSI images and comparing
the two imaging approaches quantitatively. Besides the
LDA method, we have also tried SVM, K-means, and SAM
for image classification with accuracies of 80, 100, and
80% for ADT and 80, 80, and 65% for his, respectively,
which did not show better performance than LDA (100%
for ADT and 85% for HSI). This lower performance is
partially due to the unbalanced and relatively small dataset,
which is suboptimal for implementing these machine
learning methods. In order to enable those methods to be
used, more data is necessary for future study and better
classification performance.

Though the preliminary results are very encouraging, with
a sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 100% for the ADT
method and 75 and 87.5% for the HSI method, this study has
several limitations. First, the sample size is small, and there
is a lack of other vulvar diseases apart from VLS with HIFU
treatment for comparison. Due to the limitation of sample size,
the relatively high sensitivity and specificity results can only
reveal the feasibility of the ADT and HSI methods for therapeutic
assessment of HIFU treatment for VLS. More subjects will be
recruited so that the sample size will be increased for further
validation of their clinical performance in the future. Secondly, in
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FIGURE 8 | Results of the HSI method. (A) RGB image of P15 captured by coloscopy and the corresponding hyperspectral image at a single wavelength of 550 nm

before HIFU treatment. (B) RGB image of P15 captured by coloscopy and the corresponding hyperspectral image at a single wavelength of 550 nm immediately after

HIFU treatment. (C) Average absorption spectrum from the affected areas of P15 before and immediately after HIFU treatment. (D) RGB image of P19 captured by

coloscopy and the corresponding hyperspectral image at a single wavelength of 550 nm before HIFU treatment. (E) RGB image of P19 captured by coloscopy and the

corresponding hyperspectral image at a single wavelength of 550 nm immediately after HIFU treatment. (F) Average absorption spectrum from the affected areas of

P19 before and immediately after HIFU treatment. Note: The red outlines demarcate the general treatment areas marked by the same gynecologist.

the HSI method, we only used the visible range for measurement.
A broader wavelength range, such as 400–1,000 nm, may
provide more spectral information for improved assessment of
therapeutic effect. The current wavelength range is limited by
the hyperspectral imager used, which has a detection range
from 400 to 700 nm. Considering that ADT is able to capture
the thermal effect that plays a prominent role in the possible
bioeffects and that visible light spectroscopy has been used
for burning and wound assessment similar to HIFU-induced

skin changes [31–33], our spectral measurements only cover
the visible wavelength range. Since the classification outcome
of the HSI method in the visible wavelength range is not
optimal, we will carry out HSI data acquisition in a broader
wavelength range to provide a fair comparison between the HSI
and ADT methods in the future study. Thirdly, we chose one-
time acquisition of post-treatment assessment data for 10 min
instead of continuous monitoring of the treatment outcome.
The current clinical practice of HIFU outcome assessment in
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FIGURE 9 | Histograms of (FI1, FI2, FI3) from P15 and P19 before and immediately after HIFU treatment. (A-C) (FI1, FI2, FI3) from P15. (D-F) (FI1, FI2, FI3) from P19.

FIGURE 10 | Boxplot of (H(FI1),H(FI2),H(FI3)) from the effective treatment group with 16 patients and the ineffective treatment group with 4 patients before and

immediately after HIFU treatment.

VLS patients is subjective and cannot be carried out until 3
months post treatment. We propose to predict the therapeutic
outcome by ADT and HSI evaluation of HIFU-induced tissue

alternations and by establishing the correlation between these
tissue alternations and the actual clinical outcome. Since the
primary focus of this study is to predict the long-term outcome
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of HIFU therapy through post-treatment image analysis, we did
not monitor the tissue changes over time. In the future, we
may consider continuously monitoring the therapeutic responses
over the course of a long recovery time in order to provide
precise guidance for the treatment plan. Finally, the follow-
up time was 3 months. Only the short-term efficacy of HIFU
treatment for VLS was assessed. More studies with a larger
sample size of HIFU treatment for different types of vulvar
diseases and longer observation time are necessary to evaluate its
long-term effects.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we focused on the use of two individual objective
and non-invasive optical approaches, the ADT and HSI methods,
to evaluate the therapeutic response to HIFU treatment in
VLS, which can help identify patients with ineffective treatment
promptly and prevent delay of re-treatment. Both the ADT and
HSI modalities were used for HIFU outcome assessment because
they provide complementary information closely relevant to the
bioeffects of the therapy. On the one hand, ADT reveals the
change of tissue thermal properties in response to HIFU. On
the other hand, HSI reveals the tissue edema and perfusion
properties relevant to HIFU-induced injury. Combinatory use of
these two aspects of tissue properties may yield greater accuracy
in the prediction of long-term therapeutic outcome. We are the
first to study the technical feasibility of dual-modal ADT and
HSI assessment of HIFU treatment in a small population of
VLS patients. A large population of patients will be needed in
future study in order to provide more effective evaluation of the
proposed HIFU assessment technique with both accuracy and
statistic power.
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